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Toetsen

Leeruitkomsten

Process

The student

is introduced to the work process of a study plan

starts and maintains a studious work process

displays an adequate study attitude

Product

The student

makes a study portfolio and keeps it up to date

formulates a study plan

starts making work as a result of a study plan

Context

The student

explores new images and unfamiliar views of art

comes to realize that there is more than his own taste

Inhoud

In the First Year the teaching strategy is focused on studio-based

learning, wherein a connective set of dimensions is leading: how to

make, how to research and how to present. In the First Year the

greatest emphasis is laid upon the first dimension: making.

 

Therefore, the course Studio 1 and 2 focuses on making and

experimenting in a hands-on studio environment. In the first two

semesters the studio is a dedicated classroom where a group of

student’s work. However, a studio may also be an art, design or

performance space, a constructed social environment in a virtual

space, or a personal space. A collaborative team of two professional

artists teaches the students through the Studio Programme to make

a start in how to make ideas and images from self-determined

conditions and how to develop different studio practices.

 

Besides the collaboration between teachers, students and specialists

in the studio and the workshops, Studio Field Trips to unexpected

venues in Groningen and even the Northern Dutch countryside, are

organised to broaden horizons. In this way students learn from the

start how to do research in the content and context of visual art.

The personal Study Plan & Study Portfolio in the Studio Programme

enables students to manage their own learning more effectively and

to support their development and integration of capabilities in

preparation for their professional careers. In the context of this

process the student is expected to display an independent, creative

and inquisitive attitude.
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Autonome Beeldende Kunst
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Academie Minerva

De ECTS onderwijscatalogus van de Hanzehogeschool Groningen wordt met de grootst mogelijke zorg samengesteld. Het is echter mogelijk dat de inhoud van de

catalogus -en de daarin vervatte informatie- verouderd, incompleet of onjuist is. Aan de inhoud van de catalogus kunnen dan ook geen rechten worden ontleend.

https://www.hanze.nl/nld
https://catalogue.hanze.nl/nl/Programme/2023/ECTSABV19
https://www.hanze.nl/nld/organisatie/hanzehogeschool/shareyourtalent



